
Benefits of the Fitness Boot Camp & High Intensity Fitness Classes. 

 

Forget the idea of military style training and hellish assault courses that leave you crumpled in a heap after the 
end of a grueling session. Dismiss any notions you have of terrifying and confidence-knocking instructors 
screaming at your lack of physical prowess. Consider instead the real Fitness Boot Camp benefits. For this is an 
exercise program that can go a long way to improving your fitness levels in a safe and effective manner. 

If you have no idea what a Fitness Boot Camp involves then your first step is to find out? Call Tina to discuss 
your goals and let her answer your questions. The key is to not be afraid to ask what to expect and what benefits 
you can will get from starting. So what are the plus points of a Fitness Boot Camps? 

 
• Concentrated focus – If you already keep active and fit with regular exercise then your attention is already 

geared towards health and fitness. However, at times, if you want to make big changes, such as to lose weight 
and tone up quickly and effectively, you may need to up the ante and focus in on your goal. Boot Camp is an 
ideal way to help you reach your target by honing in on what you want and offering intense exercise sessions to 
make sure you get there.  If you have ever been fit your brain will remember, you might just need us to help you 
focus the mind. 

 
• Creates healthy expectations – Fitness classes which you can easily dip in and out of might offer a relaxed 
way of keeping in shape, but they don’t necessarily generate a sense of personal responsibility. A Boot Camp 
where you’re expected to show effort and determination, as well as commitment, can really inspire you to put 
healthy pressure on yourself. This in turn means that you’re more involved and more motivated to not let down 
your trainer, the others around you and most importantly, yourself! 

 
• Motivates you to examine your lifestyle – Because of the focus on fitness in a Boot Camp environment, you 
naturally start to look at your life as a whole and how healthy you are. Assessments of your fitness levels, 
monitoring and working toward a goal, really highlight how exercise, diet and nutrition are linked, as well as all 
your other lifestyle choices. You might not get the same sense of interconnectedness from classes or sessions 
where you simply drop in and view as separate from the rest of your life.  

 

• Dynamic workout – Many people lose focus and motivation because they get bored. The whole point of Boot 

Camp is that it is as diverse as it is intense. If you add in the fact that you will be progressing and changing along 
the way, then you have an interesting exercise mix that should keep you engaged enough to realize your 
exercise goals. 

 
• Like-minded exercisers – Some people take up activities for the social scene, others because they are firmly 

fixed on a goal. A real positive about Boot Camp is that because of what it stands for, you are going to meet other 
people similar to yourself who want to seriously improve their lives and fitness. However, this shared goal means 
that there is a sense of camaraderie and support which is not always found in other exercise sessions. 

 
• Faster results – Boot Camp is effective at identifying ways of reaching health and fitness goals in a faster way. 
Left to your own devices you might struggle to get there at all and classes or sessions which repeat one style of 
exercise might not deliver the right results on time either. 

 

Boot Camp may be a challenge but because it is something you can really get to grips with the benefits are 
greater than the sum of each training session. Find out about what Boot Camp can do for your body, mind and 
soul! Speak to Tina if you want help with your goals or feel you need to improve your technique. The FBF team 
are all here to help. Feel free to ask Tina, Rob and Dean any questions you have at any time. 
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